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PROJECT COESI PRESENTATION  

COESI project is about the social inclusion  

of people with intellectual disabilities. 

 

We want to find out  

how social support organisations  

can help or make it difficult for people  

to be socially included.  

We want to find out  

where and how social support organisations  

need to change in order  

to promote the inclusion of their users in society.  

We would also like to know  

what the society should do and how 

social support organisations should change  

to be closer to their users.  

 

Social support organisations are services that support people 

with disabilities. 

Users are people with disabilities who are using services of 

social support organisations. 
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What would we like to find out?  

We would like to find out  

how far YOU as service users are included in society.  

 

What else are we interested in?  

We are interested in the areas  

where social support organisations  

need to make changes.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All pictograms in this book are copyright by Lebenshilfe für Menschen 

mit geistiger Behinderung Bremen e.V.  

Illustrator: Stefan Albers, Atelier Fleetinsel. 
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WHAT IS SOCIAL INCLUSION? 

Social inclusion is  

to have the opportunity  

to do the same things  

as everyone else.  

 

Social inclusion is having equal rights.  

It is also means learning and working.  

Meeting people. 

Making your own decisions.  

And voting and electing.  

Feeling welcome wherever you go.  

 

Social inclusion is people talking directly to you.  

It is also people seeing and respecting your needs.  

 

Social inclusion means that you are  

connected with other people in different ways.  

It means you can have access to all parts of 

your town or your city.  

It means you have access to the same activities  

as every other citizen without a disability.  
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We all want to be active in the community.  

 

A community is a group of people.  

They may live in the same place.  

They may have the same interests.  

A community could be a town or a school.  

Or a neighbourhood, district, or local area. 

 

Social inclusion is being able to take part  

in the community.  
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SOCIAL INCLUSION  

BY JOHN O'BRIEN  

John O'Brien is an important advocate and writer.  

He writes a lot about a special method  

called Person-Centred planning (PCP).  

 

Person-Centred Planning helps service providers 

to find out what you want to or need.  

Once they know what is important to you 

they can plan better services and support.  

The most important thing to remember is,  

that PCP is about what you want your life to be like.  

 

Social inclusion by John O'Brien says that social inclusion 

means being part of the community  

It means actions that build community. 

It means actions that connect us with others. 
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It means: 

 That we do things together.  

 That you have a chance to connect with others. 

 That we build trust. 

 That you are involved in doing many things.  

 That we help others with everyday tasks. 

 And entertain one another. 

Social inclusion by John O’Brian means: 

 to be respected 

 to share ordinary places 

 to contribute  

 to choose 

 to belong. 

 
(C) 2011 John O'Brien, Inclusion Press International & The Marsha Forest 

Centre,  Canada,http://www.inclusion.com/cdaccomplishments.html.  
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WHAT IS NOT SOCIAL INCLUSION? 

Sometimes you are not allowed  

to do things in your town or city.  

 

Sometimes it is difficult for you 

to do things in your town or city.  

You have no access. 

 

Sometimes people do not trust your abilities. 

Sometimes people do not believe  

that you can take over responsibility.  

 

Sometimes you may not have a person who supports,  

helps and teaches you.  

 

Sometimes people overprotect you too much.  

 

Sometimes the rules for you seem to be different 

not the same as from the rules for everyone else.  
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If anything of the above happens,  

you probably feel sad and unwell.  

You probably feel excluded.  

 

Support organisations can support you 

to be more independent.  

Support organisations can support you 

to be more included in society.  

Maybe support organisations need to change for social 

inclusion.  
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WHAT USERS SAY  

We have asked users about  

the meaning of social inclusion. 

This is what they told us. 

 

What does it mean for me to be socially 

included? 

Cooking by myself  

Being active, not sitting around waiting.  

Feeling I can do something.  

Being independent.  

Learning by myself.  

Buying clothes and shoes.  

Travelling by myself.  

Going for a walk by myself. 

Buying food or clothes or other things by myself.  

Going to a pharmacy and buying medicines.  

Going to the post -office.  

Going to a holly mass and taking part in it.  

Being able to get a job.  

Being around other people. 
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All these things are social inclusion and  

they would make me very happy.  

 

Social inclusion is also to decide by myself  

 what to do and when to do it. 

 

What I would love to do:  

I would love to learn  

to withdraw money by myself  

and go shopping.  

I would love to go skiing by myself.  

I would love to join a lace-making club  

and learn to make lace.  

I would love to go to events or to go to the cinema.  

I would love to visit health services by myself. 

I would love to go shopping.  

I would love to join the volunteer firefighters.  
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HOW CAN ORGANISATIONS SUPPORT 

SOCIAL INCLUSION? 

It is important how a building is made.  

For example:  

Can you get out of your building  

where you live and  

into the street or town without barriers?  

Ramps, elevators and automatic doors  

are very important and must be available.  

The main entrance should always be open.  

The organisation should make you feel at home.  

 

It is important that information is available.  

For example:  

Do you get information about  

what is going on in the community? 

Is this information easy to understand?  

Access to computers, internet and phones  

is very important and must be available. 
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It is important that we are able  

to communicate in different ways.  

For example: 

Do you need use  

alternative methods of communication?  

Pictures, a communicator, pictograms,  

sign language, braille or easy to read material  

are very important and must be available.  

 

It is important that the staff encourages you 

to learn new things.  

For example:  

The staff encourages you to learn  

how to use social networks. 

Opportunities to learn new things 

and to develop skills are very important and  

must be provided. 

 

It is important that the staff knows  

about Person-Centred Planning and social inclusion.  

For example:  

They support you in talking and expressing your needs and 

wishes. They know you and appreciate who you are. 

The staff tries to understand you.   
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It is very important that  

organisations promote community activities.  

For example:  

Can you connect with people in the community?  

Talking to peers is very important.  

When your organisation  

is involved in the community,  

it can better advocate for  

your rights and influence how other people 

see you. 

Other people can then better  

appreciate you and welcome you.  

Everyone has the right to be active in the community  

how he or she wishes to be.  

 

We would like to know how you feel.  

Your evaluation answers 

how support organisations can change,  

in order to make social inclusion  

easier for you. 
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ABOUT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 

INCLUSION 

Hello. 

We would like to know about your support organisation. 

How does your organisation support  

social inclusion?  

How does the organisation help and support you?  

Help us find out.  

Answer the questions on the next pages.  

Your answers will show where and how organisations can 

support change for the better. 

 

Below are different statements.  

Are they true for you?  

Or are they false for you?  

If the statement is true for you,  

make a circle around the green face.  

 

If it is false,  

make a circle around the red smiley.  

If you are not sure or  

you do not have the experience 

choose and make a circle around the yellow face.  
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR INCLUSION  

TO BE RESPECTED  

TO BE RESPECTED  

means... 

That we are liked and appreciated.  

in the community. 

That we care about each other’s capabilities. 

That we invite each other to cooperate. 

That we are included in everyday activities and lives. 

That we assist each other to express ourselves. 

That we can join in taking action about what matters to us. 
 

 

1. The staff talks to me  

in a positive way.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. They use sign language, braille, 

pictures and easy to read 

language when they have to. 
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3. The staff uses communication 

technology to talk to users  

when needed. 

Communication technology is  

a computer with touch screen, 

an adapted mouse or,  

a keyboard or a communicator. 

  

4. I get the information  

that helps for me. 

There are meetings with users 

and staff.  

For example: 

We talk about how to be a part 

of the community. 

 

 

 

5. I can confide in staff and tell 

them my wishes and problems.  

I know that someone will listen to 

me and help me. 
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6. When I visit the doctor: 

The staff encourages me to talk 

to the doctor by myself. 

They help the doctor to 

understand me. 

They explain  

difficult words to me. 

I can use pictures  

or easy language. 

 

 

 

7. The staff encourages me 

to take interest  

in my medication.  

They explain information to me 

when I want to.  

 

 

 

8. I am allowed to have  

my medication with me. 

I can take it by myself. 
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9. I decide for myself  

in my daily life. 

For example: decisions about 

my money, food, clothes or  

free time. 

 

 

 

10. My friends can stay with me 

overnight. 
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TO SHARE ORDINARY PLACES  

means... 

To do common things  

together with fellow citizens,  

neighbours or co-workers. 

To be accepted by the community. 

Not to be excluded  

from the community in any ways. 

That other people in the community help me  

to develop myself in the best way possible. 
 

11. The organisation knows my right 

to live in the community no 

matter which support I need. 

 

 

 

12. The staff advocates for my rights  

in the community.  

For example:  

The staff knows I have the right 

to order food or to ride the bus 

by myself. 
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13. The staff helps me to understand 

price lists or timetables.  

1.  

 
 

14. I can travel by myself  

or with the support that I need. 

 

 
 

15. The organisation encourages me 

to go to the town,  

or other districts 

to the pharmacy, pub or bank 

by myself or with the support 

that I need. 

 

 

 

16. When I have things to do outside 

of my town,  

like visiting someone  

or going shopping,  

I use public transport services or 

somebody takes me by car.  
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17. I can go to an event  

whenever I want to.  

If I cannot go on my own, 

somebody helps me.  
 

 

 

18. If a menu in the restaurant  

is hard for me to understand,  

I get help.  

 

19. I can order the food and drinks 

by myself.  
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TO CHOOSE  

TO CHOOSE  

Means ... 

I, myself know very well  

what is the best for me. 

My life is good and fulfilled. 

I am able to choose and make my own decisions. 

I am able to resolve conflicts. 

I have control over my life.  
 

 

20. I can get help when 

I want or need it,  

even if I need or want it often. 

 
 

21. I have access  

to all important information  

in my life. 

I know very well  

where to get information.  
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22. I decide how to spend my 

money or certain  

amounts of my money. 

 

 

 

23. There is an elevator in the 

building and  

I use it independently  

on my own 

or I get help from the staff, 

if I need it. 

 

 

 

24. I can use the existing ramps 

without any problems.  

I walk or drive on ramps 

 by myself or  

get help from the staff,  

if I need it.  
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25. I can move by myself outside of 

the house.  

I can use crutches or a 

wheelchair or 

get help from a support person.  

 

 

26. I can choose between 

sports or cultural or  

religious activities in the 

community. 

 

 

 

27. I search for information  

by also using the internet 

to get information. 

I listen to music,  

search for new recipes 

or shop online. 
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28. The staff encourages me 

to learn new things. 

For example:  

how to use software  

or new applications.  

 

 

 

 

29. I can choose  

with whom to spend  

my free time.  

I can be friends with  

the people I choose.  
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TO BELONG  

TO BELONG 

means... 

That I am part of the community. 

That we depend on each other.  

That I have good relationships with others. 

That we trust and encourage each other. 

That we make connections and  

friendships and relationships. 
 

 

30. The organisation encourages me 

 to go to an election 

and vote as I choose. 

  

 

 

31. I can become a member  

of a club in the town. 

The organisation encourages me 

to meet other members 

and talk to them.  
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32. I have friends in the town. 

I can call them or meet them 

anytime I want.  

The organisation encourages me 

to hang out with them.  

 

 

 

33. My friends can always  

visit me in the place  

where I live or work. 

 

  

34. I know and use social networks.  

I have an account on 

Facebook, Twitter or Snapchat.  

 

 

 

35. The staff gives me advice on 

how to make a profile. 
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36. The staff tells me about the  

dangers of the social networks.  
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TO CONTRIBUTE  

TO CONTRIBUTE 

means... 

To work on what I am able to do.  

To learn new things. 

To reveal my talents.  

To contribute to the community. 

Others in the community  

see and recognize my talents.  

 

 

37. The social support organisation  

encourages me to be  

an active member of the 

community. 

 

 

38. The staff supports me 

 in finding out my 

strengths and skills. 
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39. The organisation offers me 

possibilities 

to work on my skills. 

 

 

40. I get support in finding things 

where I can contribute with my 

strengths and skills. 

 
 

41. The organisation draws my 

attention to my responsibilities 

in the community. 

 

 

42. The organisation supports me 

to take over a responsible role 

in the community. 
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

  

43. I know about the Convention on 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities. 

I know what it says. 

 
 

 

44. We talk a lot about rights in the 

support organisation.  

 

 

 

45. I talk about rights with my peers, 

colleagues, and staff. 
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46. I do know my rights well. 

 

 

 

47. The organisation keeps my 

family or other people who help 

or support me  

informed about my rights. 
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SUPPORT 

48. The staff helps me to decide 

on things that affect me. 

For example:  

If I am not good with money,  

I get help from an assistant.  

This is the way I can still decide  

over certain amounts of my 

money. 

 

 

49. The organisation is active in the 

community.  

Everybody knows our support 

organisation. 

 

 

 

50. The organisation helps me to 

invite family, friends or other 

supporters to join a circle of 

support. 
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A circle of support is a group of people  

that the person with disability chooses  

to meet together with him or her. 

This group supports the person 

to make own decisions about his or her life. 

The circle is about finding out  

what the person wants and  

how to reach these aims. 
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ORGANISATIONAL LEVEL 

51. The director and the staff  

are working to remove 

barriers in the community. 

 

 

52. The social support 

organisation  

raises awareness in the 

community 

to respect me. 

 

 

53. The social support 

organisation supports the 

community to use easy to 

read language.  

The staff helps me to talk  

To people, for example. 
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54. I know that our  

social support organisation  

takes part in the community 

projects. 

We cooperate with other 

organisations. 

 

 

 

55. The staff identifies my 

challenges or problems 

and helps me to find 

solutions. 

 

 

 

56. The organisation promotes 

 self-advocacy  

of clients/users. 

People with severe disabilities 

are also taking a part. 

 
 

 

57. The staff is interested  

in what I want to do in the 

community.  
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58. Families can take part 

in many activities  

promoted by 

our social support 

organisation. 
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CONCLUSION 

Thank you for your voice.  

Thank you for your time.  

Thank you for being a part of this research.  

You have helped a lot.  

We will look at all your answers.  

We will look at your review of your organisation.  

We will find out: 

 what you need for community inclusion 

 what do organisations and communities lack 

 what organisations have to change. 

We will make suggestions to the organisations what to make.  

We will tell the people our ideas.  

We will motivate them. 
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RIGHTS OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES 

You can read about rights in these documents  

 

CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES  

 

The Convention says  

what the different countries  

must do to make sure  

that people with disabilities are included in society. 

For example: 

The Convention says, 

what the countries must do in these areas:  

 equality and non-discrimination (Article 5) 

 awareness (Article 8) 

 accessibility (Article 9) 

 

It also says that countries must talk to  

the people with disabilities and  

the people who support them.  

People with disabilities know best what is good for them.  

The Convention was written by the United Nations, in short 

UN.  

The United Nations is a big global organisation.   
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EUROPEAN UNION  

 

The European Union has regulations and 

recommendations.  

Several countries have signed joint documents.  

The documents say how the lives of people with disabilities 

can be made better.  

One such document is called the European Disability 

Strategy 2010 – 2020.  

There are 8 main areas where actions are needed.  

when it comes to the rights of people with disabilities: 

 accessibility, 

 cooperation,  

 equality, 

 employment, 

 education and training, 

 social protection, 

 health and 

 external actions.  
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The Council of Europe also deals with 

rights of people with disabilities, too.  

They made the European Social Charter.  

It says that people with disabilities must have all the same 

opportunities as everyone else. 

 

They must be able to be independent.  

They must be able to take part in the community.  

The Council of Europe came up with a plan  

on how to make lives of people with disabilities better.  

The plan is called The Council of Europe Disability Action 

Strategy 2017 – 2023.  

The plan is similar to the Convention on the Rights of Persons 

with Disabilities.  
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